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From Farm to Fork 
Tracking Pigs with the snPlex™ Genotyping system
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Transitioning from Microsatellite 
Markers to SnPs
Microsatellite marker analysis is used for 

genetic tracking and species identification; 

however, it is not highly automatable.  

The current advances in high throughput 

sequencing and genotyping favor the 

transition from microsatellites to single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (snPs). snP 

analysis is more automated and scalable. 

It also simplifies analysis and is more cost-

effective.

Dr Armand sanchez and his team in the 

Department of Animal and Food sciences, 

universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, 

collaborated with Applied Biosystems to 

develop a new snP-based marker panel 

for tracking pork products. By testing 46 

genetic markers in several pig populations, 

the team determined that the probability 

of two animals sharing the same 

aggregate snP genotype exceeds 1:106, 

and sometimes 1:5×107. 

SnPlex™ Genotyping System
snP panels were developed with the 

snPlex Genotyping system, which uses 

an oligonucleotide ligation assay and PCR 

for allelic discrimination. The fragments 

are then dye-labeled and rapidly detected 

by capillary electrophoresis on the 3130xl,  

3730, or 3730xl Genetic Analyzers. The 

system, which allows simultaneous 

genotyping of up to 48 snPs against one 

sample, is perfect for testing multiple 

markers.

Choosing the Right Technology
Applied Biosystems offers a full range 

of genotyping solutions to complement 

the snPlex Genotyping system. Custom 

TaqMan® snP Genotyping and snaPshot® 

Multiplex system kits were used by Dr. 

sanchez’s team for other projects that 

required the testing of other combinations 

of samples and snPs (e.g., scrapie 

genotyping).
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Traceability of food source, especially meat, is important for health safety. In spain, the second 
largest pig producer in europe, tracking pork products is especially important. Because ear tags, 
tattoos, and microchips fail to track meat after reaching the consumer, molecular tools are used, 
which can select for stock or breed and identify traits, including texture, color stability, marbling, 
tenderness, juiciness, and aroma.




